Coexistence of Bloch and Néel walls in a collinear antiferromagnet
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We resolve the domain-wall structure of the model antiferromagnet Cr₂O₃ using nanoscale scanning diamond magnetometry and second-harmonic-generation microscopy. We find that the 180° domain walls are predominantly Bloch-like, and can coexist with Néel walls in crystals with significant in-plane anisotropy. In the latter case, Néel walls that run perpendicular to a magnetic easy axis acquire a well-defined chirality. We further report quantitative measurement of the domain-wall width and surface magnetization. Our results provide fundamental input and an experimental methodology for the understanding of domain walls in pure, intrinsic antiferromagnets, which is relevant to achieve electrical control of domain-wall motion in antiferromagnetic compounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the great unknowns of antiferromagnetism is the domain wall that separates regions with different orientations of the magnetic order parameter. The domain-wall structure influences the thermal stability [1], exchange bias [2], and magnetoresistance [3,4] of antiferromagnets. Furthermore, the type of domain wall, Bloch or Néel, determines their response to current-induced spin torques [5–8], which is of relevance for emerging applications in spintronics of both intrinsic [9–11] and synthetic [12–15] antiferromagnets.

Unlike for ferromagnets [16], the internal structure of the domain walls in antiferromagnets is not generally known. Whereas the antiferromagnetic domain pattern has been imaged for a number of materials including intrinsic antiferromagnets, multiferroics, and magnetically coupled thin films [17–19], these studies generally do not consider the detailed internal domain-wall structure. Exceptions include a few systems where antiferromagnetic order is accompanied by strain [20] or defects [21], monolayer-thin films [22], and synthetic antiferromagnets [13]. By contrast, studies for bulk, intrinsic antiferromagnets still need to be reported. Theoretical analysis suggests that, in the absence of in-plane magnetic anisotropy or a Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction (DMI), no preference is expressed for either Bloch or Néel walls [23–27].

The limited experimental knowledge about antiferromagnetic domain walls is due to a lack of techniques capable of spatially resolving the internal wall structure.

In this paper, we use nanoscale scanning diamond magnetometry (NSDM) to investigate the spin structure of the one-dimensional antiferromagnetic domain walls. We consider a 180° domain wall, as it occurs in, for example, Cr₂O₃, α-Fe₂O₃, or CuMnAs.

The domain wall separates two regions with magnetic order parameters pointing up (x < 0) and down (x > 0), as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The key parameters of such a domain wall are the wall width Δ and the twist angle χ between the wall magnetization and the x axis. Using this notation, Bloch walls correspond to χ = ±π/2 and Néel walls to χ = 0 (π) for walls with right (left) chirality. Δ and χ are determined by the interplay between exchange and anisotropy energies, and further modified by the demagnetizing field and DMI, if present.

In order to motivate and explain our experimental observations, we briefly review the conventional model for static one-dimensional (1D) domain walls [23,24] and extend it to collinear antiferromagnets. We consider a 180° domain wall, as it occurs in, for example, Cr₂O₃, α-Fe₂O₃, or CuMnAs.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF ANTIFERROMAGNETIC DOMAIN WALLS

In order to motivate and explain our experimental observations, we briefly review the conventional model for static one-dimensional (1D) domain walls [23,24] and extend it to collinear antiferromagnets. We consider a 180° domain wall, as it occurs in, for example, Cr₂O₃, α-Fe₂O₃, or CuMnAs.

The domain wall separates two regions with magnetic order parameters pointing up (x < 0) and down (x > 0), as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The key parameters of such a domain wall are the wall width Δ and the twist angle χ between the wall magnetization and the x axis. Using this notation, Bloch walls correspond to χ = ±π/2 and Néel walls to χ = 0 (π) for walls with right (left) chirality. Δ and χ are determined by the interplay between exchange and anisotropy energies, and further modified by the demagnetizing field and DMI, if present. Considering only the first two contributions, the local domain-wall energy density in the continuum limit reads

\[
e = A \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \sin^2 \theta \left( \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} \right)^2 \right] + K \sin^2 \theta, \tag{1}\]

where A is the exchange stiffness, K the anisotropy constant, and θ and φ the local angles of the two spin components.

The limited experimental knowledge about antiferromagnetic domain walls is due to a lack of techniques capable of spatially resolving the internal wall structure.
where \( \Delta_1 \) parameter can be easily derived from Eq. (2). For a layered and independent of \( x \) where we assume a domain wall centered at \( x \). Demagnetizing field arising from moments crossing the domain wall or mixed Néel-Bloch wall is favored. Curled arrows indicate the (a) residual demagnetizing field favors the formation of Bloch walls (describes the wall profile as given by Eq. (3c). (b) The presence of (purple, green) of opposite order parameter. The dashed-dotted line (domain wall. (a) Sketch of the domain wall separating regions orthogonal to the wall, the formation of a Néel wall (\( \chi = 0, \pi \)) or mixed Néel-Bloch wall is favored. Curled arrows indicate the demagnetizing field arising from moments crossing the domain wall perpendicularly.

where \( A \) is the exchange stiffness, \( K \) is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, and \( (\theta, \phi) \) are the polar coordinates of the order parameter defined relative to the \( z \) axis shown in Fig. 1. The static equilibrium solution that minimizes the total wall energy and satisfies the boundary conditions \( \theta(\pm \infty) = (0, \pi) \) is given by

\[
\phi(x) = \chi = \text{const},
\]

\[
\theta(x) = \pm 2 \arctan \left[ \exp(x/\Delta) \right],
\]

where \( \Delta = \Delta_0 := \sqrt{A/K} \) is the domain-wall width \([23,25,26]\). The Cartesian coordinates of the order parameter can be easily derived from Eq. (2). For a layered antiferromagnet such as \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \), it is convenient to express \( \theta(x) \) and \( \phi(x) \) in terms of the intrinsic surface magnetization \( \sigma(x) \),

\[
\sigma_x(x) = \sigma_x^0 \cosh \left( \frac{x - x_0}{\Delta} \right)^{-1} \cos \chi,
\]

\[
\sigma_y(x) = \sigma_y^0 \cosh \left( \frac{x - x_0}{\Delta} \right)^{-1} \sin \chi,
\]

\[
\sigma_z(x) = \sigma_z^0 \tanh \left( \frac{x - x_0}{\Delta} \right),
\]

where we assume a domain wall centered at \( x = x_0 \). The profile of \( \sigma_x(x) \) is shown by a dashed-dotted curve in Fig. 1(a). The total energy per unit area of the wall \( \epsilon_0 \) is given by \( \epsilon_0 = 4\sqrt{AK} \).

We stress that, up to this point, the twist angle \( \chi \) is arbitrary and independent of \( x \). In other words, for an antiferromagnetic system governed solely by exchange and anisotropy energies, Néel and Bloch domain walls (or any combination of the two) are degenerate in energy.

To understand the preference for one type of wall over the other, we next consider the effects of a demagnetizing field \( \mu_0 \Delta M \) and of an in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy density \( K_{ip} \). We note that, although the volume magnetization \( M \) in an antiferromagnet is zero, a finite demagnetizing field still persists when \( \phi \neq \pm \pi/2 \) due to the net magnetic moment of the domain wall \([25,32]\). Keeping in mind these additional contributions, the domain-wall energy per unit area changes to \([23]\)

\[
\epsilon = \epsilon_0 + \mu_0 M^2 \Delta_0 \cos^2 \chi + 2K_{ip} \Delta_0 \sin^2 (\chi - \psi_{ip}),
\]

where the in-plane easy axis is defined by the angle \( \psi_{ip} \) relative to the \( x \) axis. According to Eq. (4), the residual demagnetizing field favors the formation of Bloch walls over Néel walls \([\text{Fig. 1(b)}\]). On the other hand, the in-plane anisotropy forces the magnetic moments to cant along the in-plane easy axis, leading to a competition between demagnetizing and anisotropy energies. For a sufficiently large in-plane anisotropy \( 2K_{ip} > \mu_0 M^2 \) favoring the \( x \) direction \( (\psi_{ip} = 0) \), we thus expect a Néel-type or a mixed Néel/Bloch-type domain wall \([\text{Fig. 1(c)}\]).

The presence of a residual demagnetizing field and of in-plane anisotropy also leads to a modification of the domain-wall width:

\[
\Delta = \Delta_0 \left[ 1 - \frac{\mu_0 M^2}{4K} \cos^2 \chi - \frac{K_{ip}}{2K} \sin^2 (\chi - \psi_{ip}) \right].
\]

In particular, Eq. (5) predicts that the width of a Néel wall is reduced with respect to a Bloch wall, with a ratio given by

\[
\frac{\Delta_{\text{Néel}}}{\Delta_{\text{Bloch}}} = 1 - \frac{\mu_0 M^2}{4K},
\]

where \( M \) is approximately given by the magnetization of the polarized surface layer.

In addition to these interactions, the DMI can further lead to a preference for Néel-type domain walls when the Dzyaloshinskii vector runs parallel to the domain-wall direction (the \( y \) axis, Fig. 1) \([23,24,33]\). Although the DMI is zero in bulk monodomain \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \) for symmetry reasons \([34]\), the formation of two magnetic domains with an order parameter along \( \mp z \) breaks the inversion symmetry between two adjacent spins along \( x \). Such a symmetry breaking might allow for a finite DMI or higher-order chiral interactions to emerge in proximity of the domain walls in \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \) \([35]\). If such local chiral interactions are larger than or comparable to the demagnetizing energy, the domain walls will be of either Néel or intermediate Bloch-Néel type with a unique chirality. The results presented in our study provide experimental support to this hypothesis.

### III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We investigate the domain-wall structure and chirality in the prototypical 180° antiferromagnet \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \). \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \) is an antiferromagnetic insulator consisting of a hexagonal close packed array of \( \text{O}^{2-} \) anions with 2/3 of the octahedral holes occupied by \( \text{Cr}^{3+} \) \([36]\) \([\text{Fig. 2(a)}\]). Below \( T_N = 307.6 \text{ K} \),
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FIG. 2. Cr₂O₃ crystal structure and experimental arrangement. (a) Side view of the hexagonal unit cell. Blue and green arrows symbolize Cr³⁺ moments of opposite magnetic polarization, and red atoms are O²⁻ ions. (b) Lateral cut through the c-oriented Cr₂O₃ sample surface. Strong magnetic stray fields (black field lines) are expected at antiferromagnetic domain walls and weak fields at monolayer topographic steps. Blue and green shading indicate regions of opposite order parameter \( L^+ \) and \( L^- \), defined by the orientation (up or down) of the topmost Cr³⁺ atom in the unit cell [36]. The regions are separated by a domain wall (white) of approximate width \( \pi \Delta \). The diamond scanning tip and NV center are shown in gray and orange, respectively.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**A. Domain states**

Figure 3(a) shows a laser-optical second-harmonic-generation (SHG) [47] micrograph of the global domain pattern. We observe that the domains in the bulk Cr₂O₃ crystals are large, typically in the range of hundreds of micrometers, and stable below \( T_N \), in agreement with earlier studies [50]. We find no correlation between the domain pattern and the in-plane crystal axes [Fig. 3(a)], indicating that the domain-wall location is set by the local defect or strain distribution or is completely random.

Once the domains are localized, we acquire high-resolution magnetic imaging scans along the domain walls using NSDM microscopy [Fig. 3(b)]. The domain wall appears as a narrow track of a strong magnetic stray field in the magnetometry image; this strong field is due to the 180° reversal of uncompensated moments near the sample surface [see Fig. 2(b)]. Fainter features within the domains reflect residual stray fields associated with surface topography [51]. We do not observe the global 180° domain pattern, yet has a diffraction-limited spatial resolution and is not sensitive to the absolute sign of the order parameter [49,50]. To map the stray field distribution, we scan a diamond tip with a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center (orange arrow) at a constant height (\( z = 60–70 \) nm) above the sample surface [Fig. 2(b)]. The NV spin detects the component of the stray magnetic field \( B_{NV} \) parallel to its internal anisotropy axis (here, 55° off the surface normal [49]). The experiments are performed under ambient conditions at a temperature of 295 K.
any correlation between the domain-wall location and the sample structure, suggesting that there are no surface-induced pinning effects. Further, when cycling the sample through the transition temperature \( T_N \), domain walls usually form in random locations of the sample with no correlation between consecutive warming-cooling cycles.

To retrieve the absolute sign of the order parameter we reconstruct [49] the two-dimensional (2D) surface magnetization \( \sigma_z \) from the stray field map of Fig. 3(b), shown in Fig. 3(c). Here, a positive sign of \( \sigma_z \) (dark contrast) reflects a positive Cr\(^{3+}\) surface magnetization and order parameter \( L^- \) (vice versa for \( L^+ \)). We find that the correlation between SHG contrast and surface magnetization is maintained for all domain walls on all samples (Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supplemental Material [49]). Combined with the absence of strong magnetic features in the interior of domains, these findings directly confirm that the magnetic polarization of Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) is robust against surface roughness [29,43], and that Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) always terminates with the same Cr\(^{3+}\) surface magnetization for a given sign of the order parameter \( L \).

### B. Domain-wall cross section

To investigate the internal structure of a domain wall, we acquire a large number of magnetometry images along the domain wall and analyze the magnitude and spatial profile of the stray field [52,53]. We then compare the magnetic field along the cross section with the expected stray field from the static solution of the one-dimensional domain-wall model [Eq. (3)] and compute the magnetic stray field using forward propagation [49]. By fitting the computed stray field to the experimental cross section, we obtain quantitative estimates for the surface magnetization \( \sigma_z^0 \), domain-wall width \( \Delta \), and twist angle \( \chi \). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show an exemplary line scan across a domain wall of sample C together with the least-squares fit. To build statistics and avoid possible cross-correlation between the fit parameters, we analyze about 10\(^3\) line scans for each sample and validate results by a secondary data analysis (Figs. S3 and S4 in the Supplemental Material [49]). To exclude long-term drifts, we acquire scans along a domain wall in random order and find no temporal correlations as we proceed with the scanning.

### C. Surface magnetization

Figure 4(c) reports quantitative measurements of the surface magnetization \( \sigma_z^0 \). We find a narrow distribution of \( \sigma_z^0 \) values ranging from 1.6(2)\( \mu_B/\text{nm}^2 \) in sample C to 2.3(2)\( \mu_B/\text{nm}^2 \) in sample A. These values are only 15%–21% of the theoretical \( \sigma_z^0 \) for a perfectly ordered Cr\(^{3+}\) crystal, which is \( \sigma_z^0(0) = 10.9 \mu_B/\text{nm}^2 \) for the surface termination shown in Fig. 3(a) at zero temperature [49]. The low \( \sigma_z^0 \) is partially explained by the decay of magnetic order close to \( T_N \), and is more pronounced for sample C due to the lower \( T_N \). According to Ref. [29], the surface magnetization close to \( T_N \) is approximately given by \( \sigma_z^0(T) = \sigma_z^0(0)[1 - (T/T_N)^{0.35}] \), which gives \( \sigma_z^0(T)/\sigma_z^0(0) \sim 30\% \) at \( T = 295 \) K. Since low values for \( \sigma_z^0 \) have also been reported by other experimental studies [29,54], and since we observe a narrow distribution of \( \sigma_z^0 \) that is uniform across the sample surface, we believe that the reduced \( \sigma_z^0 \) is a general and unexplained property of Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\). We hypothesize that the reduced surface moment density may be due to disorder within the exposed layer of terminating Cr\(^{3+}\) ions [see Fig. 2(a)].

### D. Domain-wall chirality and width

Figures 5(a)–5(c) plot the fit results for the domain-wall width \( \Delta \) and angle \( \chi \) obtained from the extensive data sets recorded on samples A–C. Each plotted (\( \chi, \Delta \)) pair represents a \( \sim 4 \times 4 \mu\text{m}^2 \) magnetometry scan, and color coding reflects the propagation direction of the domain wall. For samples A and B we find all domain walls to be predominantly Bloch-like, indicated by a \( \chi \) angle close to 90° [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. The domain-wall widths are not identical, but of similar magnitude \( \Delta \sim 40 \) nm, and well within the range of 20–80 nm predicted by theory [46]. Clearly, there is no correlation...
FIG. 4. Quantitative measurement of domain-wall structure and surface magnetization. (a) Two-dimensional magnetometry scan of a domain wall in sample C. Scale bar: 1 μm. (b) Cross section along the white dashed line in (a), showing the stray field $B_N(x)$ as a function of the relative distance $x$ to the domain wall. Dots are the experimental data and the solid line is a fit to the domain-wall model given by Eq. (3). Free fit parameters are the surface magnetization $\sigma_0$, the domain-wall width $\Delta_1$, and the angle $\chi$ of the cross section with respect to $\Delta$. (c) Histograms of $\sigma_0$ obtained from many line scan fits. Mean and standard deviation (s.d.) are included above the histograms as black dots with horizontal error bars ($\pm 1$ s.d.). Light gray bars reflect the $\sigma_0$ values obtained by a secondary analysis (see Supplemental Material [49]; the central bar reflects the step height, and the lower bar reflects the integrated $B_x$ field). The number of line scans per histogram are 2512 for sample A, 726 for sample B, and 1012 for sample C.

between $(\chi, \Delta)$ and the spatial location or propagation direction $\alpha$ of the domain wall [see Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)], indicating that the crystal structure plays no role in domain-wall formation. The consistency of the results from the two samples, which are grown independently by the same technique, confirms that our methods for quantifying the domain-wall structure are robust and reproducible.

Interestingly, sample C—which has an unusually strong in-plane anisotropy [47]—shows a behavior that is distinctly different from samples A and B. Most prominently, we find both Néel and Bloch walls and a pronounced dependence of the twist angle on the wall orientation. For walls that run approximately parallel to one of magnetic hard axes [dashed lines in Figs. 3(a) and 5(d)–5(f)], the domain wall has a distinct left Néel character [blue data points in Fig. 5(c)]. Once the angle $\alpha$ between the propagation direction and the hard axis exceeds about $9^\circ$, the wall changes to Bloch type, and becomes similar to samples A and B. In addition, the domain-wall width increases from $\Delta = 42$ nm in the Néel to $\Delta = 65$ nm in the Bloch configuration. The correlation between $(\chi, \Delta)$ and $\alpha$ is not complete, but pervasive, suggesting that a delicate balance of interactions determines the local structure of the wall.

V. DISCUSSION

The formation of distinct Bloch and Néel walls in Cr$_2$O$_3$ is intriguing, because in the absence of a demagnetizing field and in-plane anisotropy, the domain-wall energy of a collinear antiferromagnet is independent of the angle $\chi$ [23,25,26,49]. Therefore, no domain-wall type is energetically favored. In Cr$_2$O$_3$, however, domain walls have a nonvanishing local magnetic moment associated with the spatially inhomogeneous order parameter [25,32], giving rise to a small but nonzero demagnetizing field. We propose that this residual demagnetizing field, which is mostly a bulk effect, is responsible for the observation of Bloch walls in samples A and B, similar to the situation encountered in uniaxial ferromagnets [16]. The preference for Bloch walls is challenged once significant in-plane anisotropy is present (sample C). An in-plane anisotropy favors Cr$^{3+}$ spins aligned with the in-plane easy axis and for a sufficiently strong anisotropy, the domain wall is expected to change from Bloch to Néel (see Sec. II). Due to the threefold crystal symmetry of Cr$_2$O$_3$, three in-plane easy axes exist [that coincide with the crystal axes $a$, $a’$, and $b$, see Fig. 3(a)] leading to six preferred directions in $60^\circ$ intervals.
Therefore, the Cr\(^{3+}\) spins will tend to align to the nearest preferred easy direction. The alignment is strongest when the domain wall is perpendicular to an easy axis, explaining the appearance of Néel walls near \(\alpha \approx 0^\circ\) [blue data points in Fig. 5(c)]. Once \(\alpha\) becomes larger, the in-plane anisotropy torque is reduced, and the domain wall eventually changes back to a Bloch type (yellow data points). The critical angle where this change occurs is not well defined, but is roughly \(\alpha \approx 9^\circ\). At the same time as the domain-wall type changes from Néel to Bloch, the domain-wall width is expected to increase, in line with our observation [Fig. 5(c)]. Using Eq. (6) and setting \(M = \sigma_0\), the one-dimensional model predicts a ratio of domain-wall widths of \(\Delta^{\text{Néel}}/\Delta^{\text{Bloch}} = 0.85\) for Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\), in reasonably agreement with the experimental result of \(r = 0.65 \pm 0.10\) [Fig. 5(c)]. The good overall agreement between experiment and theory motivates the conclusion that the nonvanishing magnetic moment and in-plane anisotropy determine the domain-wall structure of Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\).

A final point that remains to be explained is the preference for left chiral Néel walls in sample C, which is also partially present in samples A and B [Figs. 5(a)–5(c)]. Although the asymmetry is conspicuous, it is not entirely surprising given the complex magnetoelectric properties of Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) [48]. Because the orientation of the spins in a left chiral Néel wall is against the stray field produced by the uncompensated magnetization of the topmost surface layers of Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) [Fig. 2(b)], the preference for left walls cannot be attributed to a magnetostatic effect, unlike the change of a Bloch wall into a Néel wall observed in the near-surface region of ferromagnets [16]. Future theoretical work shall determine whether a wall-related DMI or higher-order multispin interactions are responsible for the domain-wall chirality (see Sec. II). In a noncentrosymmetric environment, the DMI results in canting of the spins when \(L\) has a nonzero in-plane component [34,55], which, unlike in bulk Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\), may be the case within the Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) domain wall.

FIG. 5. Observation of Bloch and Néel walls. (a)–(c) Twist angle \(\chi\) plotted against the domain-wall width \(\Delta\) for samples A–C. Each point represents the data from a two-dimensional magnetometry scan. Error bars (±1 s.d.) are obtained by separate fits to each line of the 2D scan and computing the standard deviation (s.d.) of the fit results. Color coding reflects the propagation direction of the domain wall (see right panels). No correlation between chirality and spatial position is evident for samples A and B, whereas a clear correlation is evident for sample C. Mean angle and domain-wall widths are \(\langle \chi, \Delta \rangle = [106(6), 34(5) \text{ nm}]\) for sample A, \([113(11), 45(8) \text{ nm}]\) for sample B, \([143(12), 42(6) \text{ nm}]\) for sample C with \(\alpha < 9^\circ\), and \([117(7), 65(4) \text{ nm}]\) for sample C with \(\alpha > 9^\circ\); brackets denote standard error. (d)–(f) SHG images of the domain-wall regions analyzed in (a)–(c). Colored squares show the scan locations. \(\alpha\) is the angle between the local propagation direction of the domain wall (red solid line) and one of the magnetic hard axes [red dashed line, see Fig. 3(a)]. Scale bars: 25 \(\mu\text{m}\).

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have resolved the spin structure of 180° domain walls in the prototype uniaxial antiferromagnet Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\). We propose that the structure of the domain wall is determined by the weak energy scales provided by the nonvanishing magnetization of the wall, the in-plane magnetic anisotropy, and possibly the DMI. Domain walls are Bloch-like in crystals with weak or negligible in-plane magnetic anisotropy, and either Bloch- or Néel-like in the crystal with larger in-plane anisotropy. In the latter case, the domain-wall type turns to Néel if the wall runs orthogonal to an in-plane easy axis, which coincides with the spin direction in the spin-flip phase of Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) [36]. In agreement with simple theoretical considerations, the domain-wall width decreases from \(\Delta = 65 \text{ nm}\) in the Bloch configuration to \(\Delta = 42 \text{ nm}\) in the Néel configuration. Finally, the comparison between SHG and NSDM allows for determining the absolute sign of the order parameter in different domains, which is not possible by optical imaging alone.

Besides its fundamental interest, insight into the domain walls of collinear antiferromagnets is relevant for the development of antiferromagnetic spintronic devices that exploit current-induced domain-wall motion to switch the orientation of the order parameter [6,7]. For example, in antiferromagnetic/heavy-metal bilayers the domain-wall velocity is predicted to be zero for Bloch walls when considering only the dampinglike spin-orbit torque, and nonzero but offset by a threshold current density when including the fieldlike spin-orbit torque [7]. In contrast, a nonzero domain-wall velocity is predicted for Néel walls at any current density (in the absence of pinning), making this type of wall much more efficient for achieving current-induced domain-wall displacements. In our work, we show that the residual demagnetization field in the walls of a collinear antiferromagnet with uniaxial anisotropy favors the formation of Bloch walls, whereas the presence of in-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy, likely in combination with chiral spin interactions, favors the formation of Néel walls. Future studies should aim at confirming the presence of a wall-related bulk DMI in Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) and determine...
whether an additional interfacial DMI can be induced by proximity to a heavy metal such as Pt.
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